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Introduction
This was the second time that the B3 unit has been examined in the science 2011
specification.
It is taken by candidates doing GCSE biology or GCSE further additional science. This was
the first time candidates doing these GCSEs were required to sit all three exam units at the
end of the course.
As a consequence candidates used knowledge from other units in their explanations to
a greater extent than previously. The paper consists of 60 marks assessed by a variety
of questions including multiple choice, short answer and two extended answer questions
worth 6 marks each. Candidates should answer all questions in a time period of 1 hour.
The extended answer questions are also marked on their quality of written communication
(QWC) so candidates should ensure that their answer includes good use of spelling and
grammar and also that the answer is written with clarity.
The paper contained questions from all three topics from the unit. These included the
inheritance of sex-linked genetic disorders, immunisation and monoclonal antibodies,
photoperiodicity and co-evolution, human evolution, the kidney and menstrual cycle and
enzyme technology.
The candidates accessed both extended writing responses well and were able to
demonstrate a very good level of knowledge and understanding on both of the topics.
Candidates of all ability demonstrated the ability to use percentages in a calculation.
Many candidates were able to extract information from a graph but didn’t always interpret
data presented in a pie chart accurately. Where there was specification overlap between
questions on this paper and the June 2013 papers at both higher and foundation, candidates
showed a particularly good level of knowledge indicating that they may have used the past
papers in their preparation.
Candidates of all ability were able to interpret the pedigree analysis and give the sex
chromosome combination of a female. However, candidates found it more difficult to explain
the inheritance of a recessive sex-linked genetic disorder.
Candidates demonstrated good knowledge and understanding on the immune response to
immunisation and the role of monoclonal antibodies in medical diagnosis.
There was significant confusion over day neutral plants with respect to photoperiodicity.
Candidates showed an understanding of co-evolution but the majority could not explain
in detail how it occurs. Candidates were able to interpret information from a cladogram
regarding human evolution. There was some confusion over valid methods to extract
information from fossil discoveries from the
Homo erectus era. Many candidates were able to give a reason as to why mitochondrial DNA
is more useful than nuclear DNA for tracking human migration and some were able to show
a very good understanding of this point.
Candidates of all abilities showed understanding of the hormonal response of the body to
dehydration. However, many lacked detailed scientific knowledge of the effect of ADH on the
kidney beyond increased water re-absorption.
Most candidates were able to give the roles of at least two hormones in the menstrual cycle
and many referred to negative feedback mechanisms in their explanations of the control of
the menstrual cycle.
There was more confusion over the role of restriction enzymes in the construction of
recombinant DNA molecules. Many candidates were able to describe the use of enzymes in
the production of vegetarian cheese, lactose-free milk and sweets. Candidates lost marks
were they didn’t name the enzyme or lacked detail on the role of these enzymes. Chymosin
was the most commonly named enzyme but lactase was less well known.
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Question 1 (a) (i)
Nearly all candidates correctly identified the sex chromosome of person B as XX by
interpreting the pedigree analysis.

Question 1 (a) (ii)
This question required candidates to explain why the male offspring of a homozygous
dominant female could not have haemophilia.
This question proved difficult even for high ability candidates.
Many incorrect responses referred to the inheritance of the haemophilia gene rather that the
allele for haemophilia.
Some candidates referred to the mother as unaffected but did not explain she was not a
sufferer or a carrier but was homozygous dominant.
Some candidates disregarded the information regarding sex linkage and stated that males
needed to inherit two recessive alleles to get haemophilia.
Better usage of genetic terms in the explanation would have benefited many candidates.
The most commonly awarded marks were for knowing that the allele was located on
the X chromosome or that males receive an X chromosome from their mother and a Y
chromosome from their mother. Some candidates who used a Punnett square to illustrate
their answer increased achievement.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has been awarded maximum marks for the idea
that the males have not inherited the recessive allele but have
inherited the allele for normal blood clotting and that the allele
is located on the X chromosome.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was not awarded a mark because they have used
the term gene and not allele.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has not understood the sex-linkage inheritance
of haemophilia.

Examiner Tip

Avoid repeating information from the question in your
answer.
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Question 1 (a) (iii)
To complete this question candidates needed to interpret the pedigree analysis and deduce
the gametes of individuals C and D. The second mark was for completing the Punnett
square to show the offspring with the third mark for calculating the probability of a child
being affected by haemophilia.
Candidates who successfully identified the gametes often went on to achieve maximum
marks but the question showed that a number of candidates did not understand sexlinked inheritance. Candidates who did not make the sex-linked connection and showed
either the inheritance of an autosomal recessive disorder or a Punnett square showing sex
determination were unable to gain any marks. The most common error on otherwise correct
gametes was to include an allele on the Y chromosome.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded maximum marks for the correct
gametes, correct offspring and calculating the probability of
individuals C and D having a child with haemophilia as 25%.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate did not receive any marks. The sex
chromosomes have to be included on a genetic diagram for sexlinked genetic disorders.
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Examiner Comments

A common mistake made by candidates was to include an allele
on the Y chromosome.
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Question 1 (b)
The question was accessed well by most candidates with temperature and pH the most
commonly named conditions. The explanations often referred to the denaturing of enzymes
or the impact on the optimum growth of micro-organisms. Some explanations were not
specific enough, such as enzymes denaturing at high and low temperatures, so candidates
did not gain the second mark.
The most common answer which did not gain credit was for using the term sterile rather
than aseptic. Some candidates described the role of stirrers which is a feature of a
fermenter rather than a condition.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was only awarded one mark for oxygen levels
as they have not explained that oxygen is needed for aerobic
respiration.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was only awarded one mark as enzymes do not
denature at low temperatures in a fermenter.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded two marks for explaining that
temperature must be controlled to prevent enzymes denaturing
at high temperatures.

Question 2 (a) (i) (1)
Most candidates demonstrated the knowledge that the injection of antigen into a mouse’s
body produces an immune response.

Question 2 (a) (i) (2)
Most candidates knew that an immune response produces antibodies and memory
lymphocytes.
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Question 2 (a) (iii)
A good level of knowledge and understanding was demonstrated for this question with many
candidates giving a more detailed explanation of how these diagnoses are done than was
needed for the marks. The most common medical diagnoses listed were the detection of
cancer cells and the detection of blood clots. The use of monoclonal antibodies in pregnancy
testing was also commonly seen. The most common mistake was to describe the use of
monoclonal antibodies in the treatment of cancer which does not answer the question.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was only awarded one mark
for detecting cancer cells. Treating cancer
cells and treating blood clots are not medical
diagnoses.

Examiner Tip

Ensure your responses are
answering the question.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded maximum marks for locating
cancer cells and locating blood clots.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded maximum marks. They have
referred to all three marking points in their response.

Question 2 (b) (i)
This question asked candidates to compare the antibody response after the first and second
injection with the same antigen.
Most candidates were able to make at least one comparison with around half gaining
maximum marks for the question. The most common comparisons were about the level of
antibody production and the speed at which they were produced, with the idea that more
antibodies were produced quicker after the second injection being the most common mark
points awarded. Candidates who scored well often used data from the graph to illustrate
their answer.
Candidates who used data generally coped very well interpreting the log scale on the y axis.
Some candidates went into a high degree of detail about one comparison and this restricted
them to only one mark.
The answer required comparative statements and some candidates lost marks for not
making comparative statements about the two responses. For example antibodies are
produced quicker is comparative whereas antibodies are produced quickly is not.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has used data in their response but was only
awarded one mark as they have only made one comparative
statement.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you include enough information to
match the number of marks available for the question.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded maximum marks for making two
comparative statements referring to the speed of antibody
production and the amount of antibodies produced.

Question 2 (b) (ii)

Candidates accessed this question well with the most common responses referring to the
idea that the mouse did not show symptoms, did not get ill or that the pathogen was killed
quicker. Some candidates lost marks but making statements that apply to both the first and
secondary response such as the antibodies produced help destroy the pathogen.
Candidates need to ensure that they use scientific terms correctly. The idea of killing
antigens is not scientifically correct and was not awarded credit.

Examiner Comments

This response is not worthy of credit as it is not specific and
doesn't say how this benefits the mouse.

Question 3 (a) (i)
Candidates had to interpret the pie chart to determine the number of hours of darkness
needed for a long day plant to flower. Any value between eight and ten hours was awarded
a mark. The most frequent error was to read 15 hours directly off the pie chart.
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Question 3 (a) (ii)
This question was accessed by candidates of all ability. Most candidates were able to
calculate that the number of plants flowering in March was 425 and gained both marks. A
small number of candidates calculated 425 and then subtracted it from 500 and this was
awarded a mark for the correct calculation providing their working was shown.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded one mark
for showing a valid calculation.

Examiner Tip

Always write your workings out for calculations.

Question 3 (a) (iii)
This question asked candidates to suggest a benefit to a plant of being day neutral with the
mark being awarded for the idea of being able to flower for more of the year. References to
flowering in more seasons or during long and shot days were awarded the mark. More than
half of the candidates did not achieve the mark. Many incorrect responses referred to the
idea of being able to grow more or the idea that the plant could flower in the light and the
dark showing they had misinterpreted the information given in the question.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was not awarded credit as they have suggested
the plant can flower in light or darkness.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded the mark for the idea of a day
neutral plant being able to flower for more months of the year.

Question 3 (b) (i)

This question required candidates to suggest how bamboo plants benefit from having
poisonous leaves.
The mark was awarded for the idea of the plant not being eaten by animals or herbivores.
The idea that it kills pests was also awarded credit.
The use of the term herbivore was seen by candidates of higher ability. Candidates who did
not receive credit for this question frequently described that it stops predators eating the
plant.

Examiner Comments

This candidate did not receive the mark because they have
referred to predators eating the plant.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you use the correct scientific terminology.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded the mark and has used appropriate
scientific terminology.

Question 3 (b) (ii)
This question was not accessed well by candidates. The question required candidates to
explain how the co-evolution of bamboo producing cyanide and the greater bamboo lemur
had occurred. One mark was awarded for explaining how the bamboo had evolved, either
by mutation or the idea that bamboo producing cyanide was more likely to survive and grow
more or reproduce. The second mark was for describing how the greater bamboo lemur
evolved. This mark could have been gained by explaining about the mutation of a gene,
having a gene for cyanide resistance or for describing that the greater bamboo lemur was
more likely survive as it had less competition for food.
The information in the question gave the idea that the greater bamboo lemur is adapted
to tolerate cyanide and that the bamboo and greater bamboo lemur have co-evolved.
Many candidates re-used the information from the question but did not explain how the
adaptations or co-evolution would have occurred.
Very few gained both marks but those that did frequently referred to the idea of mutation in
the bamboo and greater bamboo lemur.
Candidates who gained one mark were most likely to achieve this by explaining that the
greater bamboo lemur was more likely to survive as it had less competition for food.
A lot of incorrect responses showed the misconception that this adaptation could have
occurred by the greater bamboo lemur becoming immune to the cyanide by initially
consuming small amounts and the developing immunity allowed them to tolerate increasing
amounts of cyanide.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has not explained how the co-evolution would
have occurred. They have repeated information given in the
question.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has referred to a mutation occurring in both the
bamboo, enabling it to produce cyanide, and in the lemur so
that it can tolerate cyanide. Two marks were awarded as they
have explained how the co-evolution occurred.
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Question 3 (c) (ii)
This question asked candidates to explain the benefit of communicating using sound rather
than facial expressions. The question required the points made in the explanation to be
linked.
The most common answer seen was the idea of being able to communicate over larger
distances and not needed to have visual contact. Some candidates linked the idea of
communicating over long distances with the idea of being able to communicate with more
animals or being able to communicate in the dark or that the animal doesn’t need good
vision.
Some candidates described the idea of being able to communicate over long distances and
not needing to be close together to communicate, which did not gain the second mark as it
does not give the idea of needing visual contact.

Examiner Comments

This response refers to the idea of communication over a
distance and not close together and the idea of more meanings.
However, the candidate has only received one mark as although
they have made two points they are not linked which is required
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded maximum marks. They have clearly
indicated that sound does not require animals to be looking
directly at each other. They have also referred to communication
over a larger distance.

Question 4 (a) (ii)
More than half of the candidates were able to estimate the number of years that Homo
habilis inhabited the Earth is between 0.7 and 0.9 million years.
Some candidates misread the timeline and had Homo habilis inhabiting the Earth 3.5 million
years ago rather than 2.5 million years ago and consequently did not gain the mark for the
question.
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Question 4 (b)
Most candidates were able to get one mark for this question which asked candidates to
describe the methods scientists may have used to data a Homo erectus skull. The most
common marks awarded were for looking at the structural features of the skull, comparing
it to other Homo erectus skulls or determining its age based on its location in the rock layer.
Some candidates described how stone tools could be used. A common misconception was
that carbon dating and mitochondrial DNA analysis could be used to date a Homo erectus
fossil, these were not awarded credit.

Examiner Comments

Neither mitochondrial DNA analysis nor carbon dating are valid methods for identifying
fossils from the time period of Homo erectus. This response is not worthy of credit.

Examiner Comments

The idea of comparing the skull with previous fossil finds was
frequently seen and awarded a mark.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded maximum credit for the idea of
comparing the skull piece with other Homo erectus skulls and
for dating the rocks surrounding the skull to determine its age.

Question 4 (c)
This question required candidates to compare the benefits of using mitochondrial DNA
rather than nuclear DNA to map human migration. This question was accessed well by
higher ability candidates. Candidates were not awarded credit if the statements were not
comparative.
For example mitochondrial DNA has a high mutation rate was insufficient. The most
common marks awarded were for the relative abundance of mitochondrial DNA compared to
nuclear DNA and for the acceptable answer that it was inherited down the maternal line.
A number of candidates described how the mutations in mitochondrial DNA can be used to
map human migration and did not gain credit.
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Examiner Comments

Three marks were available for comparing the
benefit of using mitochondrial DNA rather than
nuclear DNA. This candidate was awarded one
mark for the idea that mitochondrial DNA is
inherited from the mother.

Examiner Tip

Think carefully about your answer and
ensure your response matches the
command word of the question.

Examiner Comments

This response received maximum marks for making three
comparative statements on the mutation rate, abundance and
inheritance pattern of mitochondrial DNA compared to nuclear
DNA.
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Question 4 (d)

This question required students to recognise the behaviour response of Homo sapiens to the
noise of a waterfall as habituation.
For the second mark candidates had to explain that the Homo sapiens stopped responding
to a harmless or neutral stimulus.
Some candidates simply repeated the information in the question saying that the Homo
sapiens ignored the waterfall and therefore did not gain the second mark. Another mistake
candidates made was to say that this was a response to a repeated stimulus but not
highlighting that the stimulus was harmless.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded one mark for habituation but they have not made it clear in
their explanation that it is a response to a harmless/neutral stimulus.

Examiner Comments

This response was awarded two marks for habituation and an explanation that
referred to the stimulus being neither beneficial nor harmful.
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Question 5 (a)
This question required candidates to explain the body’s hormonal response to dehydration.
A full range of marks were awarded for this question with some candidates demonstrating
a high level of knowledge and understanding. The common response which received three
marks was that the pituitary gland released more ADH which increases the amount of water
reabsorbed into the blood by the kidney.
These candidates could have gained maximum credit for mentioning which part of the brain
detected the dehydration or by explaining in more detail how the kidneys reabsorbed more
water.
Some candidates described the role of the brain in producing the thirst response which
repeated information given on the paper and did not answer the question.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded maximum marks. They have included
detail in their answer referring to role of the hypothalamus and the
increase in permeability of the collecting duct.

Examiner Comments

This response is typical of responses which were
awarded three marks. Marks were given for the
pituitary gland releasing more ADH leading to
more water being absorbed back into the blood.
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Examiner Tip

Try to include as much detail as possible
in your answer.

Question 5 (b) (ii)
This question required students to recall that progesterone maintains the lining of the uterus
during pregnancy and most candidates were able to gain the mark.
Candidates need to be careful with the language they use; the use of terms such as strong
to describe the uterus lining did not receive credit.

Examiner Comments

This response was worthy of a mark for maintaining the lining of
the uterus.

Examiner Comments

This response was not awarded credit.

Examiner Tip

Consider the language you are using in descriptions
and explanations and ensure the terms used are
accurate.
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Question 5 (b) (iii)
Nearly half the candidates gained mark band three for this extended writing question
which asked candidates to explain how the menstrual cycle is controlled by hormones and
negative feedback.
A very high level of knowledge and understanding was shown by some candidates who have
the role of all four hormones including the negative feedback mechanisms.
Candidates awarded mark band two frequently had the role of all four hormones but did not
include a control mechanism.
Some candidates confused the roles of the hormones and were awarded mark band 1.
The role of LH was often not mentioned or incorrectly explained and FSH was often linked to
causing the breakdown of the uterus lining.

Examiner Comments

This is a mark band three response and was awarded six marks. The candidate has explained the
role of the four hormones and included the role of progesterone inhibiting the production of FSH
and LH. They have also referred to low levels of progesterone allowing the secretion of FSH.
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Examiner Comments

This is a mark band two response worth four marks. They
have explained the role of at least two hormones but have not
included a negative feedback mechanism.
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Examiner Comments

This is a mark band one response. The candidate has named
the hormones involved in the menstrual cycle but has not
clearly explained the role of two of them.
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Question 6 (a) (i)
Approximately half the candidates knew that the enzyme used to join the insulin gene to the
plasmid was ligase.

Question 6 (a) (ii)
Candidates found this question challenging and it revealed some misconceptions. The
candidates were asked why the same restriction enzyme is used to cut the gene and the
plasmid. The most frequently award marks were for the idea that the stick ends produced
would be complementary. A number of incorrect responses referred to the idea that the
same size fragments would be cut.

Examiner Comments

This response was awarded both marks. They have referred to the sticky ends which are
produced having complementary unpaired bases.

Examiner Comments

This response was awarded one mark for the idea of restriction
enzymes leaving sticky end. Fitting together easier was not
sufficient for the second mark.
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Question 6 (b)
This question differentiated candidates ability very well with the range of mark bands being
nearly equally awarded.
The question asked for a description of how enzyme technology can be used to produce
vegetarian cheese, sweets and lactose-free milk. To reach mark band three candidates had
to give the name and role of the enzyme in their description of the production of at least
two of the food products.
For mark band two the name and the role of one enzyme in their description of the food
production or the name of two enzymes linked to the food they were used to produce was
required.
Mark band one required the linking of one enzyme with the correct food product or a
description of the food production without the named enzyme.
Mark band one was most frequently awarded because candidates did not name the enzymes
involved in the production of the foods. In mark band two candidates usually gave a
description of the production of at least two food products but did not describe in sufficient
detail the role of two enzymes. Candidates awarded mark band three often had the role of
all three enzymes described and showed a very good level of knowledge and understanding.
Generally the role of chymosin in the production of vegetarian cheese was best described,
followed by the role of invertase in the production of sweeter food products or soft centred
sweets.
There were some detailed descriptions of how the lactose-free milk is produced but often
the name of the enzyme or the role was missing. The idea that the enzyme breaks down the
lactose was insufficient.
Some candidates went onto detailed descriptions of how the chymosin gene is inserted into
a plasmid in genetically modified organisms which was not needed to answer the question.
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Examiner Comments

This response was awarded mark band three. The
candidate has named the enzymes invertase and
lactase and described their role in producing sweets
and lactose-free milk. They have not included the role
of chymosin in the production of vegetarian cheese
but only two food products were required for the top
mark band.

Examiner Tip

For the enzymes named in the
specification make sure you learn their
role and how they are produced.

Examiner Comments

This is mark band two response as the candidate has not named and given the role of two
enzymes. If they had named invertase or sucrase they could have achieved mark band three.
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Examiner Comments

This is a mark band two response. The candidate has named invertase and described its
role in the production of sweets converting sucrose to glucose and fructose.

Question 6 (c)
Just over half the candidates gained credit in this question which asked how biological
washing powders can make clothes cleaner than non-biological washing powders.
The most frequently awarded single mark was for named biological stains.
Candidates who scored maximum marks often named an enzyme and linked it with a
biological stain it would breakdown. There were some responses that showed a good level of
knowledge and understanding by describing the breakdown of insoluble stains into soluble
products.

Examiner Comments

This response was awarded one mark for naming digestive enzymes.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded maximum marks. They have names
digestive enzymes and included details of how the stains can be
broken down into soluble products.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates should:
• always show the working when doing calculations as a mark can be awarded for errors
carried forward in this case.
• check the number of marks given for the question and ensure that they have included
enough facts to match the mark awarded.
• recognise that the word 'explain' means additional scientific information is needed that is
linked to the answer given.
• ensure that statements are comparative when the command word ‘compare’ is used in the
question.
• use scientific terminology accurately where possible in responses.
• know how to draw sex-linked Punnett squares to explain inheritance of recessive sexlinked disorders.
• use all the information given in the question to help them construct their answer but avoid
just repeating the information which has already been given.
• avoid vague answers which will not gain credit and candidates should ensure their answer
includes a good level of scientific detail.
• think about the structure of the answer before starting to write when tackling the
extended answers to ensure that the answer shows clarity of writing and flows, while
remembering that accurate spelling and grammar in these questions is also important.
• read the questions carefully and check answers include enough detail.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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